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Abstract
The Haeundae, located at the southeastern end of the Korean Peninsula, is a famous beach, which has an approximately 1.6 km long and 70 m wide coastline. The beach has been repeatedly eroded by the swell waves caused by typhoons in summer and waves originating in the East Sea in winter. The Korean government has been recently conducting beach restoration projects including beach nourishment (620,000 m³) and construction of two submerged breakwaters near both ends of the beach along with a five-year R&D project regarding the development of coastal erosion control technology. As a part of the project, we have been measuring waves and currents at a water depth of 22 m, 1.8 km away from the beach using an acoustic wave and current meter (AWAC) continuously for more than three years; we have also measured waves and currents near the surf-zone in summer and winter. We have simulated wave-induced currents according to the seasons considering wave–tide interaction using a wave-current coupled model and comparing the results with analyzed longshore currents measured by the AWACs. In this study, the variability of wave-induced currents was analyzed to understand the mechanism of coastal processes and sediment transport calibrating and validating the simulated results with observed waves and currents. We found that the cross-shore current near the middle of the beach during in summer arises mainly owing to the eddies generated by strong waves coming from SSW and S. In fall and winter, the longshore current, from the East, Mipo-port to the West, Dong-Back Island is developed owing to swell waves coming ESE and E.

Conclusions
• Variability of wave and residual current in Haeundae has been estimated by bottom-mounted long-term observed AWAC data.
• High-resolution wave and current coupled model (ROMS-SWAN) used for wave-induced current considering wave-current interaction.
• Variation of wave height and direction near the beach was caused by shoaling, refraction and breaking near surf-zone and shoals according to the wave direction coming from SSW, S in summer and ESE, E in winter.
• Longshore residual currents were generated mainly due to wave-induced current because of the wave breaking in shallow water with bottom bathymetry (submerged shoals) and geometric coastline (headlands).
• Wave-induced current generates longshore current from East to West heading toward Dong-Back Island in all seasons and also generates eddy current heading East toward Mipo Port in summer and even in winter showing good agreement with observed residual current.
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